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Abstract

Automatic linking of online content improves navigation possibilities for end users.
We focus on linking content generated by users to other relevant sites. In particular,
we study the problem of linking information between different usages of the same lan-
guage, e.g., colloquial and formal idioms or the language of consumers versus the lan-
guage of sellers. The challenge is that the same items are described using very distinct
vocabularies. As a case study, we investigate a new task of linking textual Pinterest.com
pins (colloquial) to online webshops (formal). Given this task, our key insight is that
we can learn associations between formal and informal language by utilizing aligned
data and probabilistic modeling. Specifically, we thoroughly evaluate three different
modeling paradigms based on probabilistic topic modeling: monolingual latent Dirich-
let allocation (LDA), bilingual LDA (BiLDA) and a novel multi-idiomatic LDA model
(MiLDA). We compare these to the unigram model with Dirichlet prior. Our results for
all three topic models reveal the usefulness of modeling the hidden thematic structure
of the data through topics, as opposed to the linking model based solely on the standard
unigram. Moreover, our proposed MiLDA model is able to deal with intrinsic multi-
idiomatic data by considering the shared vocabulary between the aligned document
pairs. The proposed MiLDA obtains the largest stability (less variation with changes
in parameters) and highest mean average precision scores in the linking task.

Keywords: Multi-idiomatic text processing, Probabilistic topic models, Linking and
recommendation, IR for e-commerce, Pinterest data, Amazon data.
2010 MSC: 00-01, 99-00

1. Introduction

The Web is driven by links between content. Search engines rank relevant docu-
ments to an information need based largely on content and how items are linked. Often,
links are explicit. However, since the Web is a very large space, all similar content is
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not explicitly linked. There is an unprecedented amount of user-generated content;5

people often use social media sites to express things they are interested in, creating a
large wealth of information. In the absence of explicit links between similar Web items,
we want to automatically link sources that refer to related content. This can improve
the ability to find relevant data and to meet users’ information needs.

We focus on linking content generated by users to other relevant sites. On social10

media sites, it is common practice to suggest or recommend items and relationships
(friends). Many techniques are used. However, in most cases, suggested items live
within the same source or ecosystem where the user has posted the information. For
example, Facebook suggests other Facebook pages, or products that have signed up for
Facebook ads. Twitter suggests to follow other Twitter users or to retweet. Pinterest115

suggests to follow pin boards and Pinterest users. Furthermore, online stores like Ama-
zon and eBay also perform product recommendations within their collection of known
items.

For this work, we propose to link items between quite different sources or ecosys-
tems. For example, a tweet about a popular soccer match may be linked to other related20

articles elsewhere on the Web, like sports sites. This allows for increased connectivity
between items, so that we explicitly bridge latent relationships, creating links that did
not exist before and effectively identifying similar items that live in different ecosys-
tems.

Our experiments will focus on linking items from the social site Pinterest.com to25

online products. This application is helpful for both users and businesses. For example,
a Pinterest user might post an item that she would like to buy, but may not know where
to buy it. In this case, it is useful to have a system that can automatically recognize
the content of the pin and suggest online stores outside of Pinterest where the item
(or similar ones) can be bought. Similarly, an online store might wish to find people30

interested in products resembling the ones in the store.
For this linking task, the challenge is that the language from social ecosystems

is full of colloquialisms, informal expressions and subtle or implicit references. For
example a pin on Pinterest says love the whole matrix look. It expresses a positive
sentiment for a long black leather coat and pants, as the outfits worn by the characters35

in the movie “The Matrix”. However, this is not explicitly stated. Instead, we need
to infer that matrix look refers to a certain style of clothing. As more users become
content producers, a large portion of the Web fills up with such language expressions.
In contrast, elsewhere on the Web, the language usage is more formal, references are
clear and explicit. News sites, online retailers and sites for expert knowledge are good40

examples.
In this work, we want to bridge these two idioms2. Our hypothesis is that people

talk about the same objects using different words depending on the context, degree of
formality required, expertise level, etc. We ask questions like Can we learn associ-
ations between two different language expressions or idioms? Can we learn objects’45

1If the reader is not familiar with Pinterest.com, please refer to Section 8.
2The word idiom may be defined as the language peculiar to a people or to a district, community, or class.

We use “multi-idiomatic” to denote multiple usages in language between different Web ecosystems.
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attributes using examples of item descriptions by different people in different contexts?
Can we automatically link similar items found on very different sources?

To address these questions, one of our key insights is that we can use pairs of
aligned documents that discuss similar items, and employ different vocabularies. For
example, product descriptions aligned with the corresponding users reviews provide50

a set where the descriptions tend to use a rather formal vocabulary and the reviews
are presented informally. Other examples include news articles aligned with users’
comments about the articles, scientific articles aligned with layman’s explanations, or
historical events aligned with discussions by the public. Leveraging aligned cross-
idiomatic information is a novel approach to this problem.55

While the Web is full of such documents, to our knowledge there are no datasets
readily available to learn how different expressions of language are associated. For this
work, we collected a novel dataset of pairs of aligned documents, where each pair con-
sists of a document written in formal language and one written in colloquial language.
In particular, we present a collection of product descriptions (the seller language) and60

product reviews (consumer language) from Amazon.com. Based on such corpus3, we
show that we can learn to bridge two expressions of the language.

To learn, we require advanced textual representations, where the semantics of re-
lated words are captured. The common unigram model (i.e., representing a text by
the single words it contains) fails to encode the relationship between multiple seman-65

tically related terms. There exist many techniques that can be applied to this problem.
One approach uses linguistic associations to find related words from a thesaurus like
WordNet. However, such a thesaurus does not contain many popular and informal
expressions like the ones used on social media or users reviews. Another approach
computes term-to-term similarities. However, each term is encoded as an atomic word70

and concepts are not fully captured (please refer to Section 2 for an in-depth survey
of the literature). In contrast, the family of Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) models
allows to softly cluster related terms into topics. Each document in the corpus may be
represented as a soft collection of terms. This yields a richer and more flexible rep-
resentation for our task. In particular, under the monolingual LDA model, a pair of75

aligned documents can be concatenated into one unique document and we can learn
common topics that span over one common vocabulary.

Furthermore, LDA-based models [4, 13, 37] allow us to elegantly produce a math-
ematical representation of our main intuition, i.e., for a pair of aligned documents,
people essentially talk about the same items using different words. Concretely, using80

ideas from the bilingual latent Dirichlet allocation (BiLDA), we can model the pair
alignment by a shared topic distribution (i.e., similar topics are discussed). Under the
BiLDA model, the consumer and the seller idioms are considered distinct languages.
This allows to explicitly model the differences in the language; in contrast with the
monolingual LDA that treats consumer and seller idioms as one common language.85

While the assumption of two completely distinct languages does not quite hold in our
case (since seller and consumer idioms have many terms in common as well as many
unique terms), we will see that BiLDA yields to some improvements over LDA for this

3Datasets will be made publicly available upon acceptance of this manuscript.
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task, as it considers a shared topic distribution and it explicitly models the differences
in language usage between the two sources.90

As an alternative to the monolingual LDA and bilingual LDA, we propose a novel
topic model that aims to represent the multi-idiomatic nature of the data with more
flexibility. We name this model multi-idiomatic latent Dirichlet allocation (MiLDA).
Specifically, we propose to retain the assumption from BiLDA that aligned documents
have the same topic distribution as they discuss the same items. However, unlike95

BiLDA we explicitly model not only the differences in language but also the similari-
ties. To this end, we propose to partition the vocabulary into three vocabulary distribu-
tions: one shared vocabulary that captures the similarities between the sources and two
non-shared vocabularies that are unique to each of the sources: seller and consumer.

We evaluate these models experimentally by performing the task that we set out100

to do: to link content between Web sources with significantly different language us-
age. An example of this task is to link user-generated content from social media (e.g.,
Pinterest) to e-commerce data (e.g., Amazon). We propose to perform this linking as
an information retrieval task, where posts from social media are used as queries and
products are used as a target collection. To our knowledge, this has not been studied105

before, and presents a novel approach to product recommendation between different
ecosystems. Our results indicate that the LDA-based models outperform the unigram
model. Additionally, our proposed MiLDA achieves higher scores and more stability
when compared to LDA and BiLDA.

Our full experimental approach consists of four phases: training, inference, re-110

trieval and evaluation. During training, we use the data we have collected from Ama-
zon consisting of product descriptions aligned with users’ reviews as a collection to
learn topics containing both seller and consumer expressions. We train using four dif-
ferent models: the unigram model with Dirichlet prior, monolingual LDA, bilingual
LDA and the new multi-idiomatic LDA. We then infer (inference phase) our learned115

representations onto a target collection that consist of webshops (simulated collections
of products) and individual products. For retrieval, we use 100 randomly selected pins
from Pinterest as queries and retrieve a ranked list of webshops or products from Ama-
zon. Using ground truth generated by human annotators, we quantitatively evaluate the
output of our system with common information retrieval measurements.120

More concretely, the contributions of this article are as follows:

• We propose, perform and assess a novel task that links related items between sig-
nificantly different sources where the context and expression of language differ,
for example, social media sites and online retailers.

• We propose, collect and analyze a novel corpus of aligned data (product descrip-125

tions and reviews) to train models to bridge consumer and seller vocabularies.

• To successfully link items from different sources in a cross-idiomatic setting, we
require advanced textual representations. We perform a thorough theoretical and
didactic comparative study of different modelling approaches.

• We propose, describe, formally derive and evaluate a novel unsupervised topic130

model called multi-idiomatic LDA (MiLDA) which is able to deal with intrinsic
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multi-idiomatic data, taking into account both the knowledge of shared and non-
shared vocabulary across two different idioms of the same language.

• We perform a systematic empirical comparison and analysis of different proba-
bilistic topic models, and discuss the different modeling approaches and premises135

in the context of the given data considering its “monolinguality”, “multilingual-
ity” or “multi-idiomacy”.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work.
Section 3 depicts an overview of the full information retrieval pipeline in this context.
Section 4 formally describes the task. Section 5 and Section 6 present a detailed theo-140

retical and comparative study of these models, starting from the simple unigram model
with Dirichlet prior, following with the monolingual and bilingual LDA and ending
with our newly proposed multi-idiomatic LDA. Section 7 presents the retrieval model.
Section 8 describes the datasets. Experiments are described in Section 9 and results are
presented in Section 10. The article ends with discussions, Section 11, and conclusions145

and future work, Section 12.

2. Related Work

On one hand this work introduces the novel task of linking pins to webshops, which
is related to the tasks of automated hyperlinking and content-based recommendation.
On the other hand we propose a novel methodology of cross-idiom modelling for at-150

taining this goal.
From the early days of the Internet one has dreamed of automatically generating

hyperlinks [38] because automatic linking of content improves navigation possibilities
for the user. Given its difficulty, the problem of automated hyperlinking still receives
research interest today. For example, automatic linking is becoming popular as reading155

aids of texts that are difficult to understand, where complex terminology is linked to
simpler definitions and explanations [32]. The problem of automatic linking of content
on the Web has also been studied in the context of wikification, e.g., [34, 35, 18, 43] or
entity linking [5, 12, 23, 22], where the goal is to link salient terms (typically named
entities) from unnanotated raw text to target knowledge bases such as Wikipedia to160

provide additional background knowledge to the given text and consequently enrich
the reader’s experience. In another recent example Aggarwal et al. [1] present a tool
for automating Web-navigation support that computes semantic similarity between the
user goal and the website information. The problem we deal with in this article is
substantially different. We focus on linking items, posted by Pinterest users, to online165

webshops. Pinterest’s goal is to connect everyone in the world through the “things”
they find interesting, making it a valuable study object for sociologists, linguists, online
retailers, marketeers and others. Statistics of user characteristics and characteristics of
followers (e.g., gender, age, nationality) are presented in [20]. The act of pinning and
commenting is considered analogous to indexing and abstracting [58]. This author170

also remarks that the social collecting activities may offer a new way of viewing user-
centered categories, much like the one provided by earlier work with folksonomies
and tagging. Click behavior of Pinterest users has already been studied extensively,
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showing that a higher proportion of Pinterest users click through to e-commerce sites,
and when they go there, they spend significantly more money than people who come175

from sites like Facebook [20]. In this respect the new task of automatically linking
Pinterest data with relevant webshops data that we propose in this article is of great
practical value.

This novel linking task has some resemblance to content-based recommendation
systems in e-commerce where the personalized recommender system receives infor-180

mation from a customer about which products she is interested in, and recommends
products that are likely to fit her needs [31, 52]. In many of the recommendation sys-
tems similar items are suggested as items that customers often bought together. In this
work in order to better personalize the recommendation, we work with unstructured
textual content data as found on social network sites such as Pinterest, and we com-185

pletely automatically link a user’s post, in our case a pin, to a relevant webshop. It is
sometimes acknowledged that the Web has transformed products into search goods.

In analogy with the evaluation of recommendation techniques that are evaluated as
information retrieval models [11, 3], in this paper automated hyperlinking is evaluated
as a retrieval problem, where relevant documents are ranked according to the personal190

interest of the user.
With regard to the methodologies for automated linking of textual content, many

existing approaches are rather straightforward. For example, approaches to hyperlink-
ing are often restricted to clustering of content [8] or linking via a shared terminology
or common named entities [7], which in our case are not useful as the e-commerce195

consumers use a quite different language than the sellers. To deal with vocabulary dif-
ferences, several approaches have been proposed, including text normalization, query
reformulation, search results clustering, and automatic query expansion. The interested
reader may refer to [60] for a more in-depth treatment. Automatic query expansion ex-
pands the original query with the aim to produce a query that is more likely to retrieve200

relevant documents. There are many ways to generate expansion candidates for queries
[9]. One approach is to rely on linguistic associations, to find synonyms and related
words of a query word from a thesaurus, usually WordNet. A thesaurus like WordNet
has not caught up with consumer terms in use in social media. Mining user query logs
may also be used to generate query expansion features. Given the difficulty of having205

access to query logs or to any other form of user feedback, we did not compare to such
an approach in this paper.

In the past, several methods have been studied that group semantically related
words into statistical concepts or topics. The most prominent methods regard latent
semantic analysis (LSA) [15], probabilistic latent semantic analysis (pLSA) [24] and210

latent Dirichlet allocation (LSA) [4]. Whereas LSA models topics as the results of the
factorization of the document-term matrix of a document collection, pLSA and LDA
are generative probabilistic models that model each document of a collection as a mix-
ture of topics and a topic as a mixture of words. The Web navigation tool mentioned
earlier [1] uses the technique of LSA to compute semantic similarity between the user215

goal and the website information. To bridge the vocabularies of different domains,
pLSA has been used in [54, 55]. Compared to the above models, LDA-based models
have over the years proven their superiority for probabilistic topic modelling by the
use of priors as hyperparameters and their easy way for inferring the topic distribu-
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tions of documents not seen during training. The LDA models are often trained with220

Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling techniques such as Gibbs sampling, or variational
inference, which are less prone to getting stuck in local maxima than the expectation-
maximization based learning used in [54, 55]. LDA-based models have been used for
modelling the semantic topics of user-generated content. For instance, they have be-
come popular as representation medium of Twitter and microblog messages [25, 33].225

For instance, [28] explored topic models for analyzing disaster-related Twitter data
and [33] investigated how to improve topic models given the short and messy texts on
tweets. Regarding Pinterest data, some work has been done to perform board recom-
mendations [27], and implementations of topic models to understand users’ interests
[41]. However, there is little work regarding product recommendations in this setting.230

[46] propose a LDA model called Foreground and Background LDA (FB-LDA), to dis-
till foreground topics and filter out longstanding background topics. The foreground
topics can give potential interpretations of the sentiment variations expressed in blogs.
[57] utilized LDA to study the problem of diversifying the lists of recommended prod-
ucts obtained from eBay given a user’s query. The idea was to balance between the235

core relevance of the recommended items and the information novelty. More closer to
our work, LDA-based models have been used to bridge word usage in cross-domain
document classification [39, 56, 2]. All the above works make use of common mono-
lingual LSA, pLSA or LDA models, i.e., documents of different domains or written in
a different language are considered in one training collection. It has been shown that240

when dealing with bilingual or multilingual content, multilingual topic models trained
on document-aligned comparable or parallel corpora [13, 37, 36] better capture the se-
mantic relationships between words of a different language [47]. As we align in our
work a product description with a consumer review, a similar finding will be confirmed
when dealing with the different idiomatic expressions of the consumers and sellers245

language.
Monolingual and multilingual probabilistic topic models have been proven as a

powerful unsupervised toolkit to analyze large text collections. However, no prior work
has focused on capturing the evidence coming from multi-idiomatic data such as prod-
ucts descriptions (given in a formal language, here the language of the seller) which are250

naturally linked to their reviews (given in a colloquial user-centered language, here the
language of the consumer). On one hand, standard monolingual topic models such as
LDA [4] do not distinguish between two different idioms of the same language at all.
On the other hand, standard multilingual topic models such as bilingual or polylingual
LDA [13, 37, 36] treat two different idioms of the same language as two totally sepa-255

rate languages. They do not take into account that a significant portion of words and
phrases is shared across the seller and the consumer language. In this paper we provide
a successful LDA-based model that provides a solution to this problem.

In [61, 62, 48], the authors have already introduced the new task of linking users’
Pinterest pins to webshops, they have reported individual results obtained with different260

LDA-based models. However, the above works only reported preliminary results. In
this article we provide a full theoretical analysis of the models and we significantly
extend the experiments to include more queries and a larger target collection.
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Query/Pin
Q = {q1, q2, . . . , qm}

Information
Retrieval
System

Q1 = “Jessica Rabbit Dress”

Q2 = “Dewdrop Mushroom Pink Lamp”

Q3 = “Best going home outfit”
. . .

Processing: Q1

Apparel/Women/Dresses 3

Apparel/Women/Active 2

Apparel/Women/Dresses 4

Apparel/Women/Dresses 2

Apparel/Women/Dresses 5

Apparel/Women/Dresses 2

Apparel/Men/Suits 1
. . .

(Webshops)

Ranked target documents

Target Document
Collection

LDA
BiLDA
MiLDA

Product
Descriptions
(Sellers)

Product
Reviews

(Consumers)

Figure 1: Information retrieval pipeline overview.

3. Overview

The key concepts of the entire information retrieval (IR) pipeline are illustrated265

by Figure 1. Shaded rectangles depict text items considered to have been written by
users (i.e., the consumers’ idiom), while dashed rectangles refer to the sellers’ idiom.
Each pin posted by the user is treated as a query which is issued against a target doc-
ument collection. The target documents may be pure textual descriptions of individual
products or collections of products called webshops, as in the diagram. Examples270

pins/queries are “Jessica Rabbit Dress” or “Best going home outfit”. The task of the
information retrieval system (IRS) is to rank the target documents according to their
relevance to the issued query. Therefore, the IRS outputs a relevance-based ranked
list of documents. In this toy example, after processing the query Q1, the IRS outputs
webshops labeled as “Apparel/Women/Dresses 2” or “Apparel/Women/Dresses 4” as275

the most relevant to the processed query. The names of the webshops which are indeed
relevant to the query (as provided in relevance assessments) are given in bold, while all
other webshops are considered irrelevant to the query.

In order to link each pin to the relevant documents, the IRS system has to learn a
structured semantic representation for each target document. These semantic represen-280

tations are induced using three different paradigms from the topic modeling framework
(LDA, BiLDA and MiLDA, which we will discuss in great detail in following sec-
tions). In short, a topic model is trained on the data set containing product descriptions
(retailers’ idiom) coupled with users’ reviews for the same products (users’ idiom),
where each topic model exploits the aligned descriptions-reviews data set using differ-285

ent assumptions. The induced topic model is then run on the target collection, and each
document may be structurally presented as a distribution over the induced latent topics.
In addition, each query word belongs to each topic with a certain probability, and the
IRS may quantify the probability that each target webshop generated the query word.
That way, the topic modeling framework by means of the LDA, BiLDA, and MiLDA290

models serves as the semantic link in the IRS between each query and the target col-
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ALGORITHM 1: Learning Algorithm .
Initialize: (1) Distributions of probabilities (usually uniform distributions)
repeat

for each word token in each document in the text collection do
Estimate the probability of assigning the current word token to each topic, conditioned
on the topic assignments of all other word tokens (the updating step) - see equations 6,
12, 13, 29, 30;
From this conditional distribution, a topic is sampled and stored as the new topic
assignment for this word token (the sampling step);

end
until the equilibrium state is reached;

lection. To train the topic models, we use Gibbs sampling, an iterative algorithm that
allows us to discover the latent semantic document structure. A high level depiction is
presented in Algorithm 1. More details are presented later.

4. A Cross-Idiomatic Linking Task: From Social Media to Online Shops295

We propose the task to link multi-idiomatic (yet related) content beyond their na-
tive ecosystem. We demonstrate this by linking pins from Pinterest.com to sets of on-
line products from Amazon.com. (The task and techniques may be extended to other
sources.) Fig. 2 shows visual examples of items that may be linked between different
environments. We see that a user has expressed her interest in a long red formal dress,300

but she chooses to describe it as Jessica Rabbit dress, presumably because it is similar
to the dress worn by the famous cartoon character. A similar dress is found on Ama-
zon.com, but it is described as Strapless Ruched Sweetheart Full Length Long Formal
Gown Maxi Dress. Another example: a user expresses interest in a particular kind of
lamp (top row Fig. 2). The user chooses to describe it as Dewdrop Mushroom Pink305

Lamp. A similar product can be found in Amazon. However, it is described differently
as White Rabbit England Dewdrop Toadstool Night Light Pink. We wish to link these
items and exploit the similarities between them. For this work, we focus on linking
textual sources and leave other modalities (such as images and videos) for future work.

We frame our linking task as an ad-hoc information retrieval task. Concretely, given310

an information unit (e.g., a single post or pin) from a user, we retrieve (or link) relevant
documents where users can find more information related to the original information
unit. In the particular example of Pinterest users, a text of a single pin is used as a query
and online products (either individually or in groups) are used as the target document
collection. We rank the documents according to their relevance to the query.315

Formally, let D = {d1,d2, ...,dL} be a target collection of L webshops and Q a
textual content of a pin, that is, a query given by the set of m words in the pin/post
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Figure 2: Example of items that may be linked between different Web ecosystems (Pinterest and Amazon).
We see the difference in language usage between social media posts (left) and online store products (right).
On each row, the items are the same (or very similar), but the textual description differs. This difference in
language makes it difficult to link the items as referring to the related objects.
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Q = {q1,q2, ...,qm}. Documents are ranked by the probability P(Q|d j) that a query Q
was generated by a given document model d j as follows320

P(Q|d j) =
m

∏
i=1

P(qi|d j). (1)

This approach corresponds to the well-known query likelihood model. This prob-
abilistic language modeling framework has been proved effective in ad-hoc retrieval
tasks [53, 30].

5. Modeling Cross-Idiomatic Sources

In light of our task, in this section we compare three existing models: unigram325

with Dirichlet prior, latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) and bilingual latent Dirichlet
allocation (BiLDA). In addition, we present a new probabilistic topic model, the multi-
idiomatic4 latent Dirichlet allocation (MiLDA) in the next section.

LDA-based models combined with probabilistic language models provide state-of-
the-art results for information retrieval tasks [51]. Additionally, the family of LDA-330

based models produces an elegant probabilistic representation of our main intuition on
pairs of aligned documents, i.e., they discuss the same topics using different words.

As we will see in this section, the monolingual LDA concatenates each pair of
documents and learns common topics that contain different terms that arise from dis-
tinct users. BiLDA keeps separately each document in the pair (no concatenation takes335

place) and assumes a shared topic distribution; while there are two unique vocabular-
ies (seller and consumer). In this section we perform an in-depth theoretical review
of these models and how they relate with the unigram model with Dirichlet prior and
among each other.

In general, we can model a textual document from any source by the probability340

distribution likely to have generated the document, P(wt |d), where wt is the t-th word
in the vocabulary. Each model essentially differs on how P(wt |d) is represented given
the model assumptions.

Given an entire corpus containing documents from different sources (i.e., expressed
in multiple idioms), we want to learn a probability distribution P(wt |d) that is well345

suited to perform our task. All the models (except the unigram) are trained on a collec-
tion of aligned document pairs consisting of product descriptions and reviews.

5.1. Unigram model with Dirichlet prior

The unigram model with a Dirichlet prior is the simplest representation we con-
sider here. It proposes that each word w ji at position i in each document d j is drawn
independently from a single multinomial distribution with parameter θ j, such that the
probability of a word P(wt |d j) = θ jt . The parameter θ j is sampled from a Dirichlet

4We use the term cross-idiomatic to denote multiple usages in language between different Web ecosys-
tems. However, one may interpret this as if our models actually employ n-grams (or multiple words). They
do not. We leave the use of n-grams in this setup for future work
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α θ w ji

M j

D

Figure 3: Plate representation of unigram model with Dirichlet prior. The outer plate denotes D documents.
θ denotes the probability distribution of words within the document. The inner plate represents the choice
of words (w ji) in the ith position of the jth document. M j denotes the number of words in the jth document.

distribution with hyperparameter α . The generative story is presented in Algorithm 2
and the plate representation is shown in Fig. 3. When we observe a collection of doc-
uments, our job is to estimate the parameter θ j. To do so, we compute the posterior
distribution given the data P(θ j|d j), as

P(θ j|d j) ∝ P(d j|θ j)P(θ j|α)

∝

|V |
∏
t=1

θ
N jt+αt−1
jt

= Dir(θ j|N jt +αt), (2)

where P(θ j|α) is the Dirichlet prior on θ j. P(d j|θ j) is the likelihood of the data, |V |
is the size of the vocabulary, and N jt is the number of times term t occurs in document350

d j.
We estimate θ j by the expected value of its posterior distribution. Under this model,

this is given by

EDir[θ jt |d j] =
N jt +αt

∑
|V |
t ′=1 N jt ′ +αt ′

. (3)

Following the approach in [59], we set the hyperparameter αt to be proportional to
the maximum likelihood estimate of the probability of term t in the entire collection,
αt = µP(wt |Coll), where µ is a constant usually set between (500,5000).

Eq.3 allows us to represent each document by the expected value of θ j. This effec-355

tively corresponds to the probability of each word given the document, P(wt |d j).

ALGORITHM 2: Generative story for the unigram model with a Dirichlet prior

for each document d j do
sample θ j ∼ Dirichlet(αt);
for each word position i ∈ d j; do

sample w ji ∼Multinomial(θ j);
end

end

Note that this model fails to capture both the relationship between terms with the
same meaning, and the differences between multiple meanings of a term. These are the
problems of synonymy and polysemy. It also fails to take into account differences in
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documents from distinct sources. At learning time, there are no explicit relationships360

between documents.

5.2. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)

LDA models documents as mixtures over latent topics, where each topic is charac-
terized by a distribution over words [4]. One advantage of this representation compared
to the unigram model relies on its ability to cope with synonymy and polysemy, since365

it softly clusters semantically similar co-occurring terms. Additionally, the number of
latent topics K is smaller than the original size of the vocabulary |V | and we induce a
meaningful yet compact document representation.

Fig. 4 illustrates the plate representation and Algorithm 3 shows the generative
story, where K is the number of latent topics in the collection, θ j is the document-370

specific topic proportion, φz ji is the topic-specific word proportion, z ji is the topic as-
signment for word w ji, and the subscripts ji denote the ith position in the jth document.
α and β are the hyperparameters for the symmetric Dirichlet distributions5.

Once again, we model each document by the probability distribution of each vo-
cabulary word wt , P(wt |d j). If we have K topics, we can write this as

P(wt |d j) =
K

∑
k=1

P(wt |zk)P(zk|d j)

=
K

∑
k=1

φtkθk j , (4)

where P(wt |zk) = φtk and P(zk|d j) = θk j.
We are interested in estimating the unobserved variables z, φtk and θk j. The poste-

rior distribution can be written as

P(θ ,φ ,z|w,α,β ) =
P(θ ,φ ,z,w|α,β )

P(w|α,β )
, (5)

where z is the vector of all topic assignments and w is the vector of all words.375

However, this distribution is intractable, so we use Gibbs sampling as an inference
technique for learning the distributions of latent variables (Algorithm 1). Gibbs sam-
pling is a Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling method. It is easy to implement, has
an intuitive interpretation, and is widely used in the literature [19, 45]. We infer the
topic assignment of a word w ji in document j by the conditional posterior distribution
P(z ji = k|z¬ji,w), where z¬ji denotes all topic assignments in document j, excluding
z ji. It has been shown in [21] that

P(z ji = k|z¬ji,w) ∝
n jk−1+α

∑
K
k′=1 n jk′ −1+Kα

· vkt −1+β

∑
|V |
t ′=1 vkt ′ −1+ |V |β

, (6)

5In the equations to follow and throughout this article, α and β are set manually. For the sake of clarity,
and to avoid overcrowded equations, we may sometimes omit these parameters. However, it should be clear
that these parameters are set.
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K

Figure 4: Plate representation of latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA). The outer large plate denotes D docu-
ments, while the inner plate represents the choice of a topic (z ji) for each word (w ji) within a document. The
topic distribution of each document is given by θ j . M j denotes the number of words in the jth document.
The bottom plate represents K word distributions (φ ) for each topic from a unique language [4].

ALGORITHM 3: Generative story for latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
Initialize: (1) set the number of topics K;
(2) set values for Dirichlet priors α and β ;
sample K times φ ∼ Dirichlet(β );
for each document d j do

sample θ j ∼ Dirichlet(α);
for each word position i ∈ d j; do

sample z ji ∼Multinomial(θ j);
sample w ji ∼Multinomial(φz ji);

end
end

where n jk is the number of times topic k was assigned to document j, and vkt is the
number of times topic k was assigned to the token t.

Eq.6 is quite intuitive. The first ratio expresses the expected frequency of topic k
in document d j. The second ratio quantifies the probability that word wt is sampled
from topic k. Consequently, the probability of assigning topic k to a particular word380

in a particular document is proportional to the number of times that word was already
encountered in topic k and how likely topic k is within the document.

We note that both θ j and φk can be calculated using just the topic assignments z ji.
In other words, z is a sufficient statistic for these distributions. After the burn-in period
of the Gibbs sampling, we can compute them as follows385

θ jk =
n jk +α

∑
K
k′=1 n jk′ +Kα

φkt =
vkt +β

∑
|V |
t ′=1 vkt ′ + |V |β

. (7)

The value θ jk in Eq.7 corresponds to the predictive distribution of sampling topic k
in document j. The value φkt corresponds to the predictive distribution of sampling a
new token t from topic k.

After we learn the word-topic distribution φ from a training collection, we can infer
the model on unseen documents. The per-document topic distribution θ can be esti-390

mated by sampling topic assignments for each word position in every new document.
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This sampling is very similar to Eq.6, except that the distribution φ is known so the
counts vkt are fixed. Iteratively sampling the topics for unseen documents can then be
done by

P(z ji = k|z¬ji,w) ∝ φkt ·
n jk−1+α

∑
K
k′=1 n jk′ −1+Kα

. (8)

While the LDA model provides a richer representation compared to the unigram395

model in Section 5.1, it does not allow to explicitly model the different language us-
ages that arise naturally on aligned documents from varied Web sources. It merely con-
catenates the aligned documents and treats all the words as coming from one unique
vocabulary. We turn now to study the bilingual latent Dirichlet allocation (BiLDA),
where we have distinct word-topic distributions that may serve to model different id-400

iomatic usages of the same language.

5.3. Bilingual Latent Dirichlet Allocation (BiLDA)
Unlike LDA, the bilingual latent Dirichlet allocation explicitly takes into account

different languages. It considers that two documents, while written in different lan-
guages, may refer to the same concepts. An example where this model is a good fit405

[13, 14], consists of pairs of Wikipedia articles written in different languages, where
the discussed topics are the same, yet the words are completely different. BiLDA pro-
poses that a pair of aligned documents shares the same topic distribution θ ; and there
exist two distinct word-topic distributions, φ and ψ , which are unique to the two differ-
ent languages. We denote a pair of different languages as source (S) and target (T). For410

each pair of aligned documents, topics are sampled from θ . Depending on the language
the document is written in, each word is sampled from two distinct distributions, φ or
ψ . The former corresponds to the S (source) language and the latter to the T (target)
language. Fig. 5 shows the plate representation and the generative story is summarized
in Algorithm 4.415

Similar to LDA, we model each document by the probability distribution of each
vocabulary word, except that this time, it is possible to make an explicit distinction
between the languages, which allows for a richer representation of aligned documents.
Specifically, a document in the source language is modeled by the probability of a
source-language word, given the document P(wS

t |dS
j ). A similar statement is true for a

document in the target language. Formally this is written as

P(wS
t |dS

j ) =
K

∑
k=1

φtkθk j P(wT
t |dT

j ) =
K

∑
k=1

ψtkθk j, (9)

where P(wS
t |zS

k) = φtk, P(wT
t |zT

k ) = ψtk, and P(zS
k |dS

j ) = P(zT
k |dT

j ) = θk j. Eq.9 makes
clear the assumption that a pair of aligned documents share the same topic distribution
θ , while the word distributions for a given topic are unique for each language.

We are interested in estimating the unobserved variables θ , φ , ψ , zS and zT. The
posterior distribution for the variables of interest can be written as

P(θ ,φ ,ψ,zS,zT |wS,wT
α,β ) =

P(θ ,φ ,ψ,zS,zT ,wS,wT |α,β )

P(wS,wT |α,β )
. (10)
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Figure 5: Plate representation of bilingual latent Dirichlet allocation (BiLDA). The large outer plate (left)
denotes D document pairs. Document pairs contain the same topic distribution (θ j). Inner plates represent
the choice of a topic (z ji) for each word (w ji) within source S (top inner plate) and target T (bottom inner
plate) documents. M j denotes the number of words in the jth document. The rightmost plates denote the
choice of K word distributions for each topic, corresponding to unique words in the source (φ ) and unique
words in the target language (ψ) [14].

This distribution is intractable and once again we use Gibbs sampling as an infer-
ence technique. For each language, source (S) and target (T), we compute the proba-420

bility that the current (document j, position i) topic assignment is k, given all the other
topic assignments and words. For the source language this corresponds to

P(zS
ji = k|zS

¬ ji,z
T ,wS,wT ). (11)

An analogous expression can be written for the topic assignments in the target lan-
guage. The Gibbs sampling expressions used for training the model (Algorithm 1) for
BiLDA [14] are425

P(zS
ji = k|zS

¬ ji,z
T ,wS,wT ) ∝

n jk
S−1+nT

jk +α

∑
K
k′=1 n jk′

S−1+nT
jk′ +Kα

· vkt
S−1+β

∑
|V S|
t ′=1 vkt ′

S−1+ |V S|β
.

(12)

P(zT
ji = k|zT

¬ ji,z
S,wS,wT ) ∝

n jk
T −1+nS

jk +α

∑
K
k′=1 nT

jk′ −1+n jk′
S +Kα

· vkt
T −1+β

∑
|V T |
t ′=1 vkt ′

T −1+ |V T |β
.

(13)
Similarly to the notation for LDA (Section 5.2), n jk is the number of times topic k

was assigned to document j, and vkt is the number of times topic k was assigned to the
token t. We use the superscripts S and T to differentiate between the two languages.
|V S| and |V T | represent the vocabulary size of each language.

After the burn-in period of the Gibbs sampling, the topic proportion for the jth430
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ALGORITHM 4: Generative story for BiLDA
Initialize: (1) set the number of topics K;
(2) set values for Dirichlet priors α and β ;
sample K times φ ∼ Dirichlet(β );
sample K times ψ ∼ Dirichlet(β );
for each document pair d j = {dS

j ,d
T
j } do

sample θ j ∼ Dirichlet(α);
for each word position i ∈ dS

j ; do
sample zS

ji ∼Multinomial(θ j);
sample wS

ji ∼Multinomial(φzS
ji)

;

end
for each word position i ∈ dT

j ; do
sample zT

ji ∼Multinomial(θ j);
sample wT

ji ∼Multinomial(ψzT
ji)

;

end
end

document pair is given by

θ jk =
nT

jk +nS
jk +α

∑
K
k′=1 nT

jk′ +nS
jk′ +Kα

. (14)

The word distributions for the source and target language are respectively

φkt =
vS

kt +β

∑
|V S|
t ′=1 vS

kt ′ + |V S|β
ψkt =

vT
kt +β

∑
|V T |
t ′=1 vT

kt ′ + |V T |β
. (15)

We may infer the per-document topic proportions for new unseen documents by
iteratively sampling topic assignments for each word position. This is done one lan-
guage at a time and the sampling equation is completely analogous to Eq.8, except that435

we differentiate between each unique word-topic distribution for each language φ and
ψ . In other words, if we wish to infer the topic proportions on an unseen document
written in the source language, we follow

P(z ji = k|z¬ji,w) ∝ φkt ·
n jk−1+α

∑
K
k′=1 n jk′ −1+Kα

, (16)

where φkt is fixed. Whereas if the unseen document is written in the target language,
the sampling equation is analogous to Eq.16, except that we use ψkt , instead of φkt .440

From Eq.14 we can see that document pairs are linked by the count variables nS
j· and

nT
j·, since both zS

ji and zT
ji are drawn from the same distribution θ . Additionally, Eq.15

explicitly shows that words from different languages are sampled from distinct word-
topic distributions. This is because BiLDA assumes that a pair of aligned documents
are written in completely distinct languages. For our task, this assumption does not445

hold (i.e., a portion of the vocabulary is shared between pairs of aligned documents
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from different Web sources). Thus, we will study how to relax this constraint in the next
section where we propose a new model capable to cope with not only the differences
in language but also the similarities.

6. The Multi-Idiomatic Topic Model (MiLDA)450

In Section 5.2 we saw that the LDA model uses a compact representation of a
document by clustering words that are semantically similar. This presents an advantage
over the unigram model, where no semantic clustering takes place.

We also saw that BiLDA assumes that each language has its own distinct set of
words. However, this assumption does not hold here. While we deal with different455

idioms on each document pair, there is a large portion of shared words. We will model
this explicitly.

Given the setup, we propose a new model, multi-idiomatic LDA (MiLDA). It takes
into account two main points: (1) A pair of documents shares the same distribution over
topics (i.e., in essence, they talk about the same product). This is conceptually similar460

to a requirement from bilingual topic modeling described in Section 5.3; (2) A portion
of words in the colloquial idiom differs from those in the formal idiom and vice versa.
Meanwhile, a portion of words is shared between the two language idioms, and each
document may be observed as a set of shared and non-shared words combined together.
This is conceptually different from BiLDA, where it was assumed that each language465

has a unique set of words and no words are shared. In that case, given two languages,
these bilingual topic models induce two unique sets of per-topic word distributions,
each for one language. Here, we introduce the third set of per-topic word distributions,
taking into account the knowledge of shared words. As a result, each latent “cross-
idiomatic” topic is represented as a mixture of: (i) its idiom-specific per-topic word470

distributions over non-shared words; and (ii) idiom-shared per-topic word distributions
(i.e., distributions over shared words).

Fig. 6, shows the plate representation of our new MiLDA model. To address point
(1) above, we consider that both documents in a pair have the same topic distribution θ ,
which is sampled from a symmetric Dirichlet with hyperparameter α . To address point475

(2), we consider three sets of per-topic word distributions: one unique to the colloquial
idiom, (φ ); one unique to the formal idiom, (ψ); and one common to both idioms, (χ).
These distributions are independently drawn from a symmetric Dirichlet distribution
with hyper parameter β .

We use a superscript S or T to differentiate the idioms or languages, e.g., colloquial480

vs. formal, or more generally source (S) vs. target (T ). sS
ji is a precomputed indicator

that reveals whether the word at position i is shared (sS
ji = 1) or unique (sS

ji = 0) to this
idiom. As a simple heuristic, we assume that all words which occur on both sides of
the given document collection are shared words. As a consequence in our model, sS

ji
and sT

ji are fully observed because once we see the full corpus, it is trivial to determine485

whether a word position contains a shared word or not. Algorithm 5 shows the full
generative story of the MiLDA model.

We represent each document by the probability distribution of each vocabulary
word. For a source document, a vocabulary word may come from the unique source
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Figure 6: Plate representation of the multi-idiomatic LDA (MiLDA) model. The large outer plate (left)
denotes D document pairs. Document pairs contain the same topic distribution (θ j). Inner plates represent
the choice of a topic (z ji) for each word (w ji), and the sharedness indicator (s ji) within source S (top inner
plate) and target T (bottom inner plate) documents. M j denotes the number of words in the jth document.
The rightmost plates denote the choice of K word distributions for each topic, corresponding to the source
(φ ), target (ψ) and shared (χ) language.

language distribution or from the shared one. This is analogous for a target document.
Formally this is written as6

P(wt |dS
j ,st) = (1− st)

K

∑
k=1

φtkθk j + st

K

∑
k=1

χtkθk j (17)

P(wt |dT
j ,st) = (1− st)

K

∑
k=1

ψtkθk j + st

K

∑
k=1

χtkθk j (18)

When the word is unique to one of the languages (st = 0), the probability of a term
in a document is exclusively governed by the unique word-topic distribution (φ for the
source document or ψ for a target document). When the word is shared (st = 1), the490

probability of a term in a document is governed by the shared word-topic distribution
(χ). We see how this representation allows us to cross-link pairs of documents, not
only through the shared topic distribution, but also by selectively drawing words from a
shared word-topic distribution. The topic distribution θ is the same for both documents,
as stated in our assumptions.495

This document representation allows us to exploit both the differences and similar-
ities between two idiomatic usages of the same language.

6A note on notation: we use lowercase s to denote the indicator variable and uppercase S as a superscript
to differentiate the source language
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ALGORITHM 5: Generative story for MiLDA
Initialize: (1) set the number of topics K;
(2) set values for Dirichlet priors α and β ;
(3) set values for sS

i j and sT
i j .

sample K times φ ∼ Dirichlet(β );
sample K times ψ ∼ Dirichlet(β );
sample K times χ ∼ Dirichlet(β );
for each document pair d j = {dS

j ,d
T
j } do

sample θ j ∼ Dirichlet(α);
for each word position i ∈ dS

j ; do
sample zS

ji ∼Multinomial(θ j);
if sS

ji = 1; then
sample wS

ji ∼Multinomial(χzS
ji
);

else
sample wS

ji ∼Multinomial(φzS
ji
);

end
end
for each word position i ∈ dT

j ; do
sample zT

ji ∼Multinomial(θ j);
if sT

ji = 1; then
sample wT

ji ∼Multinomial(χzT
ji
);

else
sample wT

ji ∼Multinomial(ψzT
ji
);

end
end

end

6.1. Learning the Multi-Idiomatic Topic Model from Data
We want to estimate the unobserved variables θ , φ , ψ , χ , zS and zT. The posterior

distribution for these variables of interest can be written as500

P(θ ,φ ,ψ,χ,z|w,s,α,β ) =
P(θ ,φ ,ψ,χ,z,w,s|α,β )

P(w,s|α,β )
. (19)

To simplify the notation, in this section we group source and target variables to repre-
sent z = {zS,zT}, w = {wS,wT} and s = {sS,sT}. We will make explicit distinctions
when necessary.

The distribution in Eq.19 is intractable and once again we use Gibbs sampling as
an inference technique. For each document, we want to compute the probability that
the current topic assignment is k, given all the other topic assignments, words and
indicators. For a document in the source language this corresponds to

P(zS
ji = k|zS

¬ ji,z
T ,wS,wT ,sS,sT ). (20)

An analogous expression can be written for a target document.
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In the following paragraphs we formally derive the equations to perform Gibbs505

sampling for MiLDA, which result in Eqs. 29 and 30.
Applying Bayes’ rule to Eq.20,

P(zS
ji = k|zS

¬ ji,z
T ,wS,wT ,sS,sT )

∝ P(wS
ji|zS

ji = k,zS
¬ ji,z

T ,wS
¬ ji,w

T ,sS
ji)P(z

S
ji = k|zS

¬ ji,z
T ). (21)

We integrate over the parameter values that arise in each of the terms on the right hand
side of the Eq.21. The first term corresponds to the posterior predictive distribution of
the word wS

ji in the source document. It can be decomposed in two cases, depending
on the indicator sS

ji. When sS
ji = 0,

P(wS
ji|zS

ji = k,sS
ji = 0,zS

¬ ji,w
S
¬ ji) =

∫
φk

P(wS
ji|zS

ji = k,φk)P(φk|zS
¬ ji,w

S
¬ ji)dφk (22)

From Bayes’ rule we can obtain the rightmost term

P(φk|zS
¬ ji,w

S
¬ ji) ∝ P(wS

¬ ji|zS
¬ ji,φk)P(φk) (23)

Since P(φk) is distributed as Dirichlet(β ) and is conjugate to the multinomial P(wS
ji|zS

ji =

k,φk), the posterior distribution P(φk|zS
¬ ji,w

S
¬ ji) is Dirichlet(v−i

kt
S
+β ), where v−i

kt
S is

the number of times that term t (unique to the source language) was assigned to topic k,
not including the current word. Additionally, since the first term in the right-hand side
of Eq.22 evaluates to φk, the integral evaluates to the expected value of the Dirichlet
distribution

P(wS
ji|zS

ji = k,sS
ji = 0,zS

¬ ji,w
S
¬ ji) =

∫
φk

φkDir(φk|v−i
kt

S
+βt)dφk

= E[φk|v−i
kt

S
+βt ]

=
v−i

kt
S
+βt

∑
|V S|
t ′=1 v−i

kt ′
S
+βt ′

(24)

A similar derivation can be obtained when the word is shared (sS
ji = 1), except that

in this case we need to keep track of the topic assignments on both source and target
documents,

P(wS
ji|zS

ji = k,sS
ji = 1,zS

¬ ji,w
S
¬ ji,z

T ,wT )

=
∫
χk

P(wS
ji|zS

ji = k,χk)P(χk|zS
¬ ji,w

S
¬ ji,z

T ,wT )dχk. (25)

The rightmost term in Eq.25 can be computed with Bayes’ rule,

P(χk|zS
¬ ji,w

S
¬ ji,z

T ,wT ) ∝ P(wS
¬ ji|zS

¬ ji,z
T ,wT ,χk)P(χk). (26)
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It corresponds to the posterior distribution of the parameter χk, given a Dirichlet prior
P(χk), and a multinomial likelihood P(wS

¬ ji|zS
¬ ji,z

T ,wT ,χk). Thus, the posterior dis-

tribution is Dir(φk|v−i
kt

C
+βt), where v−i

kt
C is the number of times that a shared term t

(shared between the two languages) was assigned to topic k, not including the current
word. We use the superscript C to differentiate the shared (common) words from the
non-shared ones in the source and target languages. |VC| denotes the size of the shared
vocabulary. Finally, we can evaluate the integral in Eq.25 by the expected value of the
posterior Dirichlet distribution on the parameter χk,

P(wS
ji|zS

ji = k,sS
ji = 1,zS

¬ ji,w
S
¬ ji,z

T ,wT ) =
∫
χk

χkDir(χk|v−i
kt

C
+βt)dχk

= E[χk|v−i
kt

C
+βt ]

=
v−i

kt
C
+βt

∑
|VC |
t ′=1 v−i

kt ′
C
+βt ′

. (27)

We turn now our attention to the rightmost term in Eq.21. P(zS
ji = k|zS

¬ ji,z
T ) is

the posterior predictive distribution for the topic assignment z ji given all other topic
assignments. Marginalizing over the parameter θ j, we obtain

P(zS
ji = k|zS

¬ ji,z
T ) =

∫
θ j

P(zS
ji = k|θ j)P(θ j|zS

¬ ji,z
T )dθ j

=
∫
θ j

θ jDir(θ j|n−i
jk

S
+nT

jk +αk)dθ j

= EDir[θ j|n−i
jk

S
+nT

jk +αk]

=
n−i

jk
S
+nT

jk +αk

∑
K
k′=1 n−i

jk′
S
+nT

jk′ +αk′
. (28)

P(zS
ji = k|θ j) evaluates to θ j. P(θ j|zS

¬ ji,z
T ) is the posterior distribution of the pa-

rameter θ j, with a Dirichlet prior P(θ j), and a multinomial likelihood P(zS
¬ ji,z

T |θ j).

So P(θ j|zS
¬ ji,z

T ) = Dir(θ j|n−i
jk

S
+nT

jk +αk). Eq.28 evaluates to the expected value of
this Dirichlet distribution.510

We put together the results from Equations 24, 27 and 28, and obtain an expression
for the Gibbs sampler used for training the model (Algorihtm 1),

P(zS
ji = k|zS

¬ ji,z
T ,wS,wT ,sS,sT ) ∝

n−i
jk

S
+nT

jk +αk

∑
K
k′=1 n−i

jk′
S
+nT

jk′ +αk′

[
(1− sS

ji)
v−i

kt
S
+βt

∑
|V S|
′t=1 v−i

kt ′
S
+βt ′

+ sS
ji

v−i
kt

C
+βt

∑
|VC |
t ′=1 v−i

kt ′
C
+βt ′

]
.

(29)

In Eq.29, the first ratio expresses the probability of topic k in the document pair
d j. The last two ratios express the probability that the word is generated by topic k,
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considering two different vocabularies (source S and shared C). If the word is not
shared (sS

ji = 0), we only consider the source word-topic distribution, whereas if the
word is shared (sS

ji = 1), we consider the shared word-topic distribution.515

Similar equations can be derived for the target documents,

P(zT
ji = k|zT

¬ ji,z
S,wS,wT ,sS,sT ) ∝

n−i
jk

T
+nS

jk +αk

∑
K
k′=1 n−i

jk′
T
+nS

jk′ +αk′

[
(1− sT

ji)
v−i

kt
T
+βt

∑
|V T |
′t=1 v−i

kt ′
T
+βt ′

+ sT
ji

v−i
kt

C
+βt

∑
|VC |
t ′=1 v−i

kt ′
C
+βt ′

]
.

(30)

Note from Eqs. 29 and 30 that the counts from shared words (vC
kt ) influence the topic

assignments on both source and target documents. This shared influence allows us to
effectively model the similarities in the language; while the counts of non-shared words
model the differences.

After the burn-in period of Gibbs sampling, we obtain estimates of the underlying520

distributions. The estimated topic proportions are given by

θ jk =
nT

jk +nS
jk +αk

∑
K
k′=1 nT

jk′ +nS
jk′ +αk′

. (31)

While the word-topic distributions for source φ , target ψ and shared χ vocabularies are
given respectively by

φkt =
vS

kt +βt

∑
|V S|
t ′=1 vS

kt ′ +β ′t
ψkt =

vT
kt +βt

∑
|V T |
t ′=1 vT

kt ′ +βt ′
χkt =

vC
kt +βt

∑
|VC |
t ′=1 vC

kt ′ +βt ′
. (32)

Unlike BiLDA, the source and target vocabularies, V S and V T , respectively, contain
only source or language words, which are non-shared. All the shared words lie in VC.525

In our experimental sections, we set the same hyperparameter βt for all vocabulary
distributions and we leave to future work exploring asymmetric Dirichlet priors.

Equations 31 and 32 are substituted in Equations 17 and 18 and we obtain a cross-
idiom representation of pairs of aligned documents. Under this representation, we shall
see in Section 10.1, that observing the most likely words in each word-topic distribution530

allows us to discover new word associations that other models fail to capture.

6.2. Inferring the Model on Unseen Documents
Inferring the per-document topic proportions for unseen documents for this model

is analogous to the procedure presented in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. For every new doc-
ument, we iteratively sample topic assignments having the word-topic distributions φ ,535

ψ , χ fixed. For a source document, this is given by

P(z ji = k|z¬ji,w,s ji) ∝

[
(1− s ji)φkt + s jiχkt

]
·

n−i
jk +α

∑
K
k′=1 n−i

jk′ +Kα
. (33)

For a target document, we use the same equation except that we substitute φkt by ψkt .
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6.3. Remarks on the Modelling Approach

MiLDA aims to model both the similarities and differences between two modes
of expression (e.g., formal vs. informal). To address this, it considers three sets of540

word-topic distributions. From Eq.32, φ contains terms that are unique to an informal
ecosystem, ψ contains terms unique to a formal ecosystem and χ contains all shared
terms. The shared terms aim to model the similarities in the vocabulary, while the
unique ones aim to model the differences. In contrast, the LDA model considers that
all words are shared, i.e., there is only one common vocabulary and it disregards that545

some terms appear only in one of the settings (formal or informal). While the BiLDA
model considers that all words are non-shared, i.e., there are two distinct vocabularies
and it disregards that some terms are shared between the two ecosystems. The MiLDA
provides a sort of middle ground between these two models, where a portion of the
vocabulary is shared and a portion is not shared.550

We have chosen to partition the vocabulary in a simple way, i.e., by considering a
fully observed binary indicator variable that reveals whether or not the term is shared or
unique from the training collection. This could be taken into account in other ways. For
example, we may utilize other heuristics to partition the vocabulary. For example, one
may impose a minimum threshold for the number of times that a term should appear in555

both modes of expressions to be considered as shared. Another technique would be to
treat the sharedness indicator as a continuous latent variable, and to learn its posterior
distribution based on the data. This way, words may be softly assigned to each of the
sets, allowing for greater flexibility of the model.

In this article we do not aim to explore all different ways in which one may partition560

the vocabulary. Our contribution is to propose and demonstrate that partitioning the
vocabulary is beneficial when addressing multiple expressions of the same language.
We leave the investigation of such approaches for future work.

7. Retrieval Model

As mentioned in Section 4, we define the task of linking Web sources of consumers565

and sellers as an ad-hoc information retrieval task. Given a query from a particular
source, we rank the documents from a target collection according to the relevance to
the query. In the example of linking pins to Amazon’s webshops, the pins represent
the queries which come from the Pinterest (source) ecosystem; whereas the webshops
represent the documents which live in the Amazon (target) ecosystem.570

As a retrieval model, we follow the state-of-the-art approach in [51]. Thus, we
combine the probabilistic representation from the unigram model with a probabilistic
topic representation. We adopt a linear combination of the two models, as follows

Puni+tr(qi|d j) = λPuni(qi|d j)+(1−λ )Ptr(qi|d j), (34)

where Puni is the document model corresponding to the simple unigram with Dirich-
let prior representation given by Eq.3. Ptr is the document representation given by a
representation model and it evaluates different expressions depending on the model
considered: LDA (Eq.4), BiLDA (Eq.9) and MiLDA (Eqs. 17 and 18).
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The interpolation parameter λ weighs the importance of each term: λ = 0 reduces575

the model to the simple unigram model, while λ = 1 assumes a full topical document
representation. In our experimental results, we shall see the importance of combining
these two representations. We also study the influence of the parameter λ and the final
linking quality for different numbers of topics K.

8. Datasets580

We wish to assess how well each model is able to represent the cross-idiomatic
nature of different sources on the Web. We searched for benchmark datasets that could
provide aligned documents, i.e., documents that discuss similar topics using different
expressions of language depending on context, complexity, formality, etc. While the
Web is full of such documents, to our knowledge, there is not a benchmark dataset that585

we could use. Therefore, we collected three datasets from different Web sources: social
media posts from Pinterest.com, product descriptions from Amazon.com and product
reviews from Amazon.com. Items described by Pinterest users may be linked to Ama-
zon products. We use Amazon product reviews aligned with the product descriptions to
learn how different users may freely -and often informally- refer to the same products.590

Here we describe each dataset 7.
Dataset I: Social Media - Pinterest.com Pinterest.com is a social media site that

allows users to pin (or post) images on virtual boards. For each pin, a user often writes
a description and expresses her opinion about the item. A board is a collection of pins
often related to a given category. Board categories include fashion, travel, cars, food,595

film, humor, home design, sports, and art. Pins often present items or activities users
are interested in. Examples of two pins are shown on the right column of Fig. 2.

We implemented a crawler to find Pinterest users, their boards and pins. A user
page contains a set of boards. Our crawler performed a depth-first search starting from
a popular (many followers) Pinterest user. Our initial dataset consists of over one600

million pins, corresponding to over 18,000 boards and 650 users. The number of pins
in a board varies from a couple to several thousands. The average number of pins per
user is 2,476, while the average number of pins per board is 55.6.

Dataset II: Product Descriptions - Amazon.com Amazon contains a large collec-
tion of products. It organizes its items in a hierarchy of browse nodes (or categories).605

Each node is a collection of related items, i.e., products that belong to the same cat-
egory. We focused on a set of top categories: Apparel, Beauty, Books, Electronics,
Groceries, Jewelry, Kitchen, Music, Shoes, Sporting Goods and Watches. Each of
these contain subcategories. For example, the category Shoes is further categorized
into Men’s, Women’s and Children’s. These can be further categorized into Boots,610

Pumps, Sneakers, and so on. A schematic representation is shown in Fig. 7.
We implemented an XML parser to traverse Amazon’s node hierarchy. We started

by querying the top categories and gathered information from related child nodes. We
downloaded the textual description and images from 19, 955 products, corresponding
to 235 leaf categories.615

7All datasets will be available online upon acceptance of this manuscript.
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Figure 7: Example of Amazon’s hierarchical product classification structure. Products in leaf nodes are
randomly grouped into webshops. In our dataset, each webshop contains approximately 20 products.

Dataset III: Product Reviews - Amazon.com We crawled Amazon’s reviews and
obtained the top 10 most helpful reviews for a subset of products in Dataset II. The
helpfulness of each review is indicated by Amazon users who rate the reviews on the
site. We concatenated the reviews corresponding to the same product in one document
and aligned it to its corresponding product description. Not all products have reviews,620

so we only considered the ones that did. This comprises a set of 15,566, which is a
subset of the 19, 955 products in Dataset II.

9. Experiments

Our experiments demonstrate the task of linking cross-idiomatic Web sources, as
described in Section 4. We frame this as a retrieval task in which, given an item from625

one Web source, we obtain a list of relevant items from a different Web source, where
the idiomatic usage of the language differs. One realisation of this consists of link-
ing users’ pins posted on a social media site (e.g., Pinterest.com) to a set of relevant
products or webshops (e.g., Amazon.com). The idea is that when a user expresses in-
terest in an item through social media, we can automatically identify the item and link630
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it to further information. Specifically, we use pins from Pinterest.com as queries and
collections of products from Amazon.com as target documents.

This section describes the training and target collections, queries, ground truth and
the model parameters used for our experiments.

Our overall experimental approach is as follows: We first use the training collection635

to learn the models. Then we infer the models in the target collection and perform the
linking task between social media items and online shops. Finally, we evaluate what
we have learned in the representations and how well we are able to find related items
between the different Web environments. Our experiments characterize the behaviour
of the models for the proposed task. In particular, we explore what happens when we640

vary the number of topics and the interpolation parameter λ in Eq.34. These parameters
can be set using cross-validation.

9.1. Training Collection
The training collection is the set of documents from which we learn the word dis-

tributions for each topic. Since we are interested in learning multi-idiomatic usages645

of the same language, we use the natural alignment between Dataset II (product de-
scriptions) and Dataset III (product reviews) to train our models. These collections
align documents written in the seller and consumer languages respectively. On the de-
scription side, products are described in a rather formal way. On the reviews side, the
same products may be described using colloquialisms and subtle references. So our650

training collection consists of 15, 566 aligned document pairs, where each pair consists
of a product description and a collection of the top 10 most helpful users’ reviews for
that particular product (products without reviews are not considered for training). This
setup is different from the one described in [61] since they use the full target collection
for training and do not consider users’ reviews.655

The vocabulary size (number of unique words) of the full training collection is
102,077. Out of these, 8% (8,626) are found only in the product descriptions and not
in reviews; 65% (65,898) are found only in the reviews (not in products); and 27%
(27,553) are shared between the two. We see that users tend to employ many words
already mentioned in the descriptions, but they also add a large set of new words not660

previously used to describe the items.
As a comparison, Dataset I contains 164,590 unique words. Out of these, 15%

(25,248) are shared with the product descriptions in the training collection. Whereas
29.3% (48,180) are shared with the reviews. While the Amazon reviews may not fully
span over the full vocabulary in Pinterest, they have a larger overlap than the product665

descriptions alone. This suggests that the reviews have more in common with the
language in social media than the product descriptions from Amazon.

9.2. Target Collection
We consider two setups to define the target collection: Webshop and Product Se-

tups. In the Webshop Setup, we grouped similar products, from the full collection670

(approx. 20,000 products) in Dataset II, into what we call a webshop document. A
webshop document (or target document) is a collection of products that belong to the
same subcategory, according to Amazon’s classification scheme. We take all the prod-
ucts that belong to the same leaf node (or leaf subcategory) and randomly separate
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them into subgroups of at most 20 products each. Fig. 7 illustrates this. We create675

at most 5 webshop documents for each subcategory. Thus our target collection in the
first setup consists of 1,171 documents (or webshops). The idea here is to simulate
an online retail business that has a set of webshops containing related products. The
number of webshops allows us to annotate every single document as relevant or not for
every single query and for each annotator. For example, for 100 queries, each annotator680

performs over 100,000 relevance annotations. These annotations allow us to compute
precision and recall at every position in the ranked sequence of retrieved documents,
which in turn allows us to compute mean average precision.

The Product Setup simply consists of the full collection of individual products
(without grouping). This setup considers almost 20,000 documents. The relevance685

of the top 5 retrieved documents is indicated from judges on a crowd-sourcing site. We
present the full details of the annotation process in Section 9.3

The vocabulary size of the target collection is 62,591 and approximately 50% of
these are shared with the training collection.

Although in this work we use Amazon data to simulate a target set of webshops690

to be retrieved , the proposed linking framework may be extended to any other Web
sources for which a textual representation is provided.

9.3. Queries and Annotations

We used the text from 100 pins (randomly selected from our collection of one
million pins) as queries to link to webshops. In the previous preliminary study [48], a695

subset of 50 pins were used. Table 2 shows examples of 25 queries. We see that the
language usage may differ significantly from that of the product descriptions.

For example, on the first query, “Be daring, go all out in red! Modern Jessica
Rabbit”, the user encourages the reader to wear a sexy red dress like the one worn by
the famous cartoon character Jessica Rabbit. We know this by looking at the image.700

Another example, “Best going home outfit”, refers to the outfit that a baby would wear
as it goes home for the first time after it is born. The pin “Dark on the bottom” refers to
a dark eye shadow that can be used on the bottom of the eye. These are all examples of
how people may refer to certain objects but the words to describe them are full of subtle,
implicit references and informal language. Table 1 shows basic statistics regarding the705

length (number of words) of the query set.
For the Webshop Setup, two annotators manually evaluated each query with the

relevant Amazon webshops. The annotators were presented both the text and image of
the pin. Additionally, the annotators were presented with all the webshops, containing
both the textual and visual information from all the products8. For each query, the an-710

notator indicated the path to all the relevant webshops. Table 2 shows these annotations
for the query examples. For each Amazon category, expressed as a path on the table,
there are at most five webshop. We assume that a human is able to provide correct links
between the pin and the relevant webshop documents. To measure the inter-annotator

8We show the pin and product images to the annotator to facilitate identifying the relevant webshops
since the text alone might not be suffciently descriptive. However, let us emphasize that we only use the text
in the linking task. Using the image as part of the query is left for future work.
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Table 1: Query length (number of words) statistics

Minimum Maximum Mode Average
1 52 4 6.86

agreement, we computed the Cohen’s Kappa coefficient and obtained 0.732. In total,715

both annotators completed over 200,000 relevance annotations.
For the Product Setup, we first performed the retrieval task for each model condition

and kept the top 5 products for each query. We then uploaded the queries and retrieved
top products to the Crowdflower platform9. This is a crowdsourcing platform similar
to Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. The relevance of each pin-product pair for each model720

condition is evaluated by at least 3 judges in a scale from 0 to 3, where 0 denotes
irrelevant, 1 denotes relevant with many differences, 2 denotes relevant with a few
differences and 3 denotes a perfect match. Based on the judges input, Crowdflower
returned the relevance value with the highest confidence for each pin-product pair. It
also reported an average inter-annotator agreement of 0.647. We considered scores725

between 2 and 3 as relevant, whereas 0 and 1 were considered irrelevant.

9.4. Model Parameters

We use all the models described in Sections 5 and 6. All topic models have been
trained with the same number of topics (K=100, 200, 500, 800, 1000, 1,200 and 1,500)
with the same number of iterations (1, 000) on the same training collection with the730

same parameter setup, as hyperparameters are set to the standard values α = 50/K
and β = 0.01, according to [51, 45]. All the topic models reached the Gibbs sampling
burn-in period and successfully converged. The trained models are then inferred on the
previously unseen target collection and we test their utility in the task of linking pins
to webshops. We use a linear interpolation between the topic representation and the735

unigram model, as in Eq.34. We test λ ∈ [0,1] with step size 0.1. When λ = 0, we
only have the influence of the topic representation; whereas λ = 1 corresponds to a full
unigram representation with no contribution of the topics.

9.5. Evaluation

As it is common practice, we qualitatively study the output of the different topic
models by evaluating the top (most probable) words for a set of topics. Additionally,
with regard to the retrieval task, we compute the Mean Average Precision (MAP) for
the set Q = {Q1,Q2, ...,Qs}, where s is the number of queries. Let {D1, ...,Dc j} be
the set of c j relevant documents for an information need Q j ∈ Q. Let R jk be the set
of ranked retrieved results ordered from the highest scored document until the relevant
document Dk is reached. The MAP score for the set Q is given as

MAP =
1
s

s

∑
j=1

1
c j

c j

∑
k=1

PrecisionR jk, (35)

9www.crowdflower.com
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Table 2: Query Examples. Each query is manually annotated with relevant Amazon’s categories. Each
category contains approx. 100 products divided into 5 webshops (approx. 20 products each)

Sample Pins (used as queries) Relevant Amazon Category

Be daring, go all out in red! Modern Jessica Rabbit Apparel/Women/Dresses

Pandora New Design Fashion Lively Ladies Bracelet Jewelry/Bracelets

Best “going home” outfit Apparel/Baby

Sled riding! Sporting Goods/Snow Sports

David Bromstad Kitchen Kitchen/Furniture/ Kitchen Furniture

blue suede shoes Shoes/Women/Flats

Hue Layered Net Tights Apparel/Women/ Leggings

Mens Covington Cargo Shorts size 34 NWT Apparel/Men/Shorts

Dark on the bottom Beauty/Makeup/Eyes

Rebecca Minkoff ’ILY’ Leather Tote Shoes/Handbags

Fashion, Make up, Mouth, Red Beauty/Makeup/Lips

TIFFANY & CO. Diamond Platinum Pink Spinel ’Blue
Book’ Ring

Jewelry/Rings

Paint first coat then before second coat sets press lines
with a ruler diagonally quilted nails

Beauty/Makeup/ Nails/Nail Art

Baby Hat Brown Wig Hat Winter Cap Christmas Gift
Ideas by YumBaby, $29.95

Apparel/Baby/

Chair Pose From Three Minute Egg Yoga Pose Weekly Apparel/Women/Active

Luna Sofa Kitchen/Furniture/ Living Room Furni-
ture

high-heels-2 Shoes/Women/Pumps

Lace-up Fur Ankle Boots High Heels Shoes/Women/Pumps

Stripe nail with blue points Beauty/Makeup/Nails/ Nail Art

Tips To Stay Fit and Healthy Books/Health, Fitness & Dieting

A Ten Step Guide to Nailing Office Style Apparel/Men/Suits

beautiful white wedding dress & wedding bouquet -
pink rose & little white flowers

Apparel/Women/Dresses/Wedding
Dresses

Gifts Under 50: Coach Stone Stud Earrings Jewelry/Earrings

Stack it up Watches/Women

browning Beauty/Makeup/Nails/Nail Art
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Table 3: An illustration of top 10 words of six topics generated by LDA for K = 500. We show in bold words
that also appear as top entries for the other models. LDA yields word-topic distributions, φ in Eq.7, in one
distinct vocabulary.

camera coffee tan time pillow tea
lens maker color watch neck one

canon cup skin casio pillows teas
nikon espresso legs shock back leaves
video filter self digital head use
zoom brew natural features comfortable cup
image grind glow compass support loose

shooting grounds tanning light sleep good
flash carafe look timex shape make
shoot water dark resistant side hot

where precision is the fraction of the documents retrieved that are relevant to the query.740

When a relevant document is not retrieved, the precision value in the above equation is
zero.

10. Experimental Results

10.1. Qualitative Comparison

Comparing the top words, in a qualitative way, of a few example topics is a standard745

practice to provide an intuition of what topic models represent [21, 45, 36, 49, 44, 26].
In this section we present the top most likely words of six example topics. They have
been selected from a set where there exist overlapped words between the topics gener-
ated by different models. Tables 3, 4, and 5 show these examples for LDA, BiLDA and
MiLDA, respectively, where we indicate in bold common words between models.750

In these examples, MiLDA assigns higher probability —within the topic’s word
distribution— to words discovered from different content producers. For example, in
addition to the words lens, focus and canon, which have high likelihood in both LDA
and BiLDA, the MiLDA brings to the top of its lists interesting words like bokeh,
tamron and vigneting. Bokeh means blur or the aesthetic quality of the blur of an755

image. It refers to “the way the lens renders out-of-focus points of light”. Tamron is
a lens manufacturer and vignetting refers to a reduction of an image’s brightness or
saturation at the periphery compared to the image center.

Another example, in the coffee topic, the shared word distribution shows typical
words, such as espresso, press or beans. On the consumers’ side, the MiLDA brings760

up words like illy, tierra, robusta and gaggia, which are all brands related to coffee
or coffee machines. This might be also useful for merchants interested in learning
about leading or most-talked-about brands. Tamp is a small handheld device used to
compress ground coffee to prepare espresso.

The topic about tanning shows some aspects and attributes particularly related to765

this type of product, such as patchy, pasty, consistency and streaked. This may be
particularly helpful for opinion mining applications, where one is often interested, not
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Table 4: An illustration of top 10 words of six topics generated by BiLDA for K = 500. BiLDA produces
word-topic distributions, φ and ψ in Eq.15, in two distinct vocabularies, corresponding to the consumers’
vocabulary and sellers’ vocabulary.

sellers consumers sellers consumers sellers consumers

canon camera coffee coffee tan tan
camera canon kitchen maker oz color
nikon nikon cup cup beauty skin
image shoot espresso machine belloccio legs
lens cameras brew use glow self
slr photos water espresso body natural

cmos flash brewing water airbrush dark
zoom shooting aeropress grind tanning tanning

shooting iso dcc one self glow
digital one cuisinart grounds bronze use

sellers consumers sellers consumers sellers consumers
watch watch pillow pillow cup tea
case watches sleep pillows cups cup
dial time neck neck tea cups

resistant face innovations one oz use
chronograph wear pillows sleep kitchen teas

water one standard head clear hot
stainless looks back comfortable iced water
quartz band throughout side lid loose
steel wrist cover back teas using
feet big support night drink great
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Table 5: An illustration of top 10 words of six topics generated by MiLDA for K = 500. MiLDA outputs
word-topic distributions, φ , ψ and χ in Eq.32, in three vocabularies associated with consumers, sellers and
shared words.

k = 204 k = 497
consumers shared sellers consumers shared sellers
bokeh lens chdoh illy espresso decalcification
tamron gopro florine tierra machine joergen
primes focus chdhn robusta press normandy
apertures canon ahdwh gaggia coffee actualpress
xti light chdhe robusto grind aeropressing
pentax lenses astigmatism actuality beans byam
vignetting quality ptimized preground grinder tassen
cineform sharp tvpl brikkas aeropress maile
rendition great spectator tamp use agglomerated
shaky zoom refractive coarseness french seatspring

k = 376 k = 5
consumers shared sellers consumers shared sellers
tanners tan perfekt tiesto watch gwx
rebirthing skin dcollet compasses michael topring
comatose lotion vanillyl observer kors opaline
patchy self hedera tides time luminiscent
jergens tanning asiatica baro casio logoed
pasty use biloba dub shock inhg
streaked beauty laminaria gulfman watches xlander
palms body setaf dealbreaker compass alti
consistancy dark centella unreadable wrist sodw
bothers natural ginkgo timezones band sliconestainless

k = 15 k = 16
consumers shared sellers consumers shared sellers
fluffed pillow spasilk earl tea mrtea
brest pillows cabeau yorkshire teas regency
excruciating neck higear lipton leaves assam
adequately sleep waterbase mississippi cup ard
cervical back isocool finum use smreya
leaked head nojo teabag loose rosemaryand
husks comfortableultrafresh numi hot feflectance
annoys foam zipcover marmalade one occation
poked support sqush pekoe good drippers
hehe night sofloft roommate iced casca
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Figure 8: MAP scores on Webshop Setup for LDA, BiLDA and MiLDA for λ = 0 with respect to number of
topics.

only in sentiment, but also in the features that are important for consumers. A person
might type a query to find out which of these products is not patchy or pasty. The topic
about watches shows the brand tiesto and other nouns relevant to this product. For770

example, the word tides in this context refers to the capability of the watch of measuring
ocean tides, which is useful for people who surf and would like to catch good waves.
Baro refers to measuring the barometric pressure, etc. For the pillows topic, we see
also related concepts, such as fluffed, excruciating, annoys, leaked, cervical, etc.

These examples illustrate how our proposed model can emphasize concepts within775

the colloquial expression of language and link them to broader topics. Words that were
not mentioned in the seller’s description show up on consumers’ reviews.

The word distribution from the product vocabulary in Table 5 does not add much
more interesting information to what is already contained within the shared and users
vocabulary. In fact, for some topics, there are less than 10 words with some probability780

mass. This is because, most words in the product description tend to also be employed
by the users in the reviews. We include the product word-topic top most likely words
for completeness.
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Figure 9: MAP scores on Webshop Setup for LDA, BiLDA and MiLDA for λ = 0.5 with respect to number
of topics.
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LDA BiLDA MiLDA

Superposition of MAP scores for LDA, BiLDA and MiLDA

Figure 10: MAP scores on Webshop Setup with respect to λ for LDA (left), BiLDA (middle) and MiLDA
(right) averaged over different values of K ≥ 500 (solid lines). Shaded regions represent the maximum and
minimum values spanned by the models’ scores at particular λ values. The bottom figure supperposes the
figures on the top row for comparison purposes. It also shows the results of the unigram model with a dashed
line.
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10.2. Quantitative Evaluation785

Cross-Idiomatic Linking of Pins and Webshops. We present the results for the
Webshop Setup, where the target collection consists of 1,171 webshops, as described
in Section 9.2.

In this setup, we study what happens when only the topical knowledge is utilized
in the retrieval process. This corresponds to setting λ equal to 0 in Eq.34. Fig. 8 shows790

MAP scores with respect to the number of topics for this condition. On the same figure,
we plot the constant MAP = 0.3199 attained by the unigram model (λ = 1).

Each topic model is able to outperform the unigram model for at least one value of
K, as shown in Fig. 8. This finding strengthens our intuition that topical knowledge,
regardless of the chosen model, is extremely useful for bridging the gap between users’795

informal ecosystems to the more formal environment of e-retailing.
We explore further the performance and qualify each model. The score dynamics

are not uniformly distributed between and within topic models. Specifically, BiLDA’s
performance increases more rapidly than LDA and MiLDA, and it peaks to MAP =
0.3479 at K = 500. However, it exhibits a slightly erratic behaviour as K changes. The800

LDA performance increases slower than BiLDA and MiLDA. It then climbs up and
peaks to MAP = 0.3478 at K = 1500. MiLDA’s performance increases slightly slower
than BiLDA and faster than LDA. Interestingly, unlike the other two models, MiLDA
can sustain a MAP score above 0.34 for different values of K (i.e., K = 800, 1000,
1200). The highest value is MAP = 0.3495 at K = 1000. This sustained behaviour may805

indicate a better fit to the data compared to the other models. This is because it may
be hard to set the number of topics to a precise optimal value. A model that exhibits
comparable results across different K values is naturally preferred.

In another evaluation test, we have varied the parameter λ which controls the degree
of contribution of the topical part and the unigram part in Eq.34. Fig. 9 presents the810

results for λ = 0.5. This value sets an equal contribution in the interpolation between
the topical and unigram representations. Combining both models yields higher scores
than each model individually, creating a positive synergy between them. All data points
are shifted up under this condition. The maximum MAP score of 0.3796 (K = 1200) is
obtained by the MiLDA.815

We further illustrate how performance varies for different values of λ in Fig. 10.
For each value of λ , we average the MAP scores across different numbers of topics
(K ≥ 500 to allow sufficient topic expressiveness) and plot a solid line to indicate this
average. The shaded regions indicate the areas spanned by the maximum and minimum
attained. They provide a measure of the spread of scores.820

MiLDA achieves the highest average scores, closely followed by BiLDA, LDA
and lastly the unigram model. For λ < 0.4, the spread for MiLDA is smaller than
LDA and BiLDA. This indicates that MiLDA achieves higher scores than the other two
topic models more consistently regardless of the number of topics. As λ increases and
the unigram contribution becomes more important, the spread from all topic models re-825

duces until they converge to a single point that corresponds to the full unigram constant
(MAP = 0.3199).
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Table 6: p-values from the post-hoc Finner test comparing the average precision of MiLDA against other
models for K ≥ 500 and λ ≤ 0.5.

Unigram LDA BiLDA

MiLDA p = 0.0427 0.0160 0.0018

We performed a Friedman test to compare the average precision of all models, and
obtained p-value = 0.0110. We then performed post-hoc pairwise comparisons using
the Finner procedure [17, 16]. Table 6 presents the p-values. The MiLDA performance830

is significantly higher than the other models.

Cross-Idiomatic Linking of Pins and Products. We now present results for the
Product Setup, where the target collection consisted of almost 20,000 individual prod-
ucts, without being grouped into webshops. Figure 11 shows Precision at 5, i.e., the835

fraction of products (from the top 5) that were considered relevant for each query by
the Crowdflower judges for λ = 0.5. The family of LDA models outperforms the uni-
gram model. They were all able to achieve the highest value of P@5 = 0.47. However,
as K varies, MiLDA is the one with the least score variation. Its minimum score is
0.43, while the minimum score for LDA and BiLDA is 0.37 and 0.39, respectively.840

Just as in the Webshop Setup, BiLDA exhibits a slight erratic behaviour, whereas LDA
slowly climbs up in performance as the number of topics increases. The unigram model
achieved a lower score: P@5 = 0.36. This study validates our findings in the Webshop
Setup, where MiLDA yielded an overall better performance.

Perplexity. After training on product-reviews pairs, we also computed perplexity845

scores for a held-out collection of products to evaluate the ability of the models to
generalize on unseen data, as often found in the literature [4, 6, 50]. We found that
for any number of topics, the perplexity score of the MiLDA model is always lower
(better) than its counterparts. For the best performing conditions, perplexity scores for
LDA, BiLDA and MiLDA are respectively 185.39, 249.645 and 125.484.850

11. Further Discussion

We have provided a rich representation of cross-idiomatic data that allows us to
bridge items from different Web environments. However, it is important to note that
there is no ideal representation for all queries. The ability to find the relevant docu-
ments depends not only on the chosen document representation, but also on the query855

itself. While some queries are well captured for all models, some queries are better
suited for certain models.

Table 7 presents randomly selected queries with various degrees of performance
under different models. For queries easily retrieved under all models, learning from
the consumers’ vocabulary does not make a difference. On the other hand, queries860

where the LDA-family perform better than the unigram, illustrate the benefits of ex-
ploiting the consumer-generated content. Other examples throughout show that LDA-
like models have varying degrees of success depending on the query. The LDA family
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Figure 11: Precision at 5 (P@5) on the Product Setup for LDA, BiLDA, MiLDA, and Unigram, as judged
by the Crowdflower annotators.
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learns from the same data, but the particular modelling paradigm affects each query in-
dividually. Additionally, some queries are not well suited for any of the models. Thus,865

one limitation of this study is that there is no one model that fits all queries perfectly.
Another limitation is that performance on the task depends highly on the training

data. This can be seen as a drawback for any of the models, as we can only learn from
words that we have seen before. However, this is also the case for people. The average
human would rarely be able to discover the meaning of a word that she has never seen870

before in any context.
Additionally, our model has partitioned the vocabulary in a simple way, but more

nuanced models that softly assign words to vocabularies may be beneficial.
Regarding training time, we did not experience major differences between the three

topic models considered. For a fixed number of topics K, all models take roughly the875

same time to train. For the best performing conditions, on an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU
at 2.90GHz the average training time of LDA is 4.19x106 seconds (4.9 days), that of
BiLDA is 3.98x106 seconds (4.6 days) and MiLDA’s is 4.22x106 seconds (4.9 days).
MiLDA has the added complexity that it first has to go through the two vocabularies
and label the shared words. However, this is a negligible cost compared to the actual880

Gibbs sampling training time. The average time to perform a query is 0.3122, 0.3593,
and 0.4063 seconds, for LDA, BiLDA and MiLDA, respectively.

In this work, the corpus focuses on e-commerce only. However, this limits they type
of concepts that we can learn. Extending the current collection to include different
domains of knowledge, e.g., political issues discussed by people of different views885

(both formally and informally), history events discussed by different countries, even
philosophical views, and others may be highly beneficial to broaden the scope of this
work.

This way, instead of only using Pinterest data as queries, we could have a large
variety of sources (e.g., tweets are more likely to contain political or philosophical890

statements) that could be linked to other content on the Web, instead of just the e-
commerce application we have presented here. We hope that this work sparks the
interest of the community to further study the different usages in language across the
Web and to create links between content that may not be obviously linked.

12. Conclusions and Future Work895

We set out to create links between different Web sources. This is an important
task because we automatically increase the connectivity between items and potentially
enable easier navigation accross related content.

To perform the linking task, we proposed an information retrieval framework, where
a Web element, from a source environment, is considered a query, whereas other Web900

elements, from a target environment, are documents to be ranked according to the rel-
evance to the query.

We made an extensive theoretical and didactic comparison between the unigram
model, and three different topic models: latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), bilingual
latent Dirichlet allocation (BiLDA) and a novel topic model proposed in this work, the905

multi-idiomatic latent Dirichlet allocation (MiLDA).
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Example queries easily retrieved by all models Unigram LDA BiLDA MiLDA
nikon 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
14kt white gold engagement ring mounting total dia-
mond weight 22 carats msr10150 99 piercing green gem
turtle belly ring

0.8714 0.9440 0.8922 0.9132

jewelry diamond wedding 1.0000 1.0000 0.9959 1.0000
gold silver earrings 25 0.9000 0.9208 0.8984 0.9156
rebecca minkoff ily leather tote 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

Example queries where all models have difficulty
fashion make mouth red 0.0309 0.0219 0.0459 0.0494
browning 0.0050 0.0046 0.0041 0.0047
ten step guide nailing office style 0.0082 0.0037 0.0051 0.0066
monogrammed toes 0.0273 0.0143 0.0150 0.0156
christmas cranberry mojitos 0.0157 0.0275 0.0060 0.0250

Example queries where all LDA-like models perform better than unigram
gifts 50 coach stone stud earrings 0.5403 0.8231 0.8355 0.9848
colorful fruit color nail 0.2383 0.4248 0.6476 0.4981
sexy lace push adjustable bra wendybox 0.6321 0.8401 0.9114 0.9604
plain low waist thickened slim leisure jeans 0.1565 0.2524 0.2527 0.4106
lace dress 0.4525 0.7296 0.5982 0.7669

Other Examples
retro swimsuit 0.5687 0.2777 0.4492 0.7162
purity ring 25 0.5671 0.6867 0.6299 0.6855
prep freeze slow cooker recipes melissafallistest 0.6644 0.7197 0.4992 0.6996
sled riding 0.2644 0.2140 0.2396 0.5296
diy hair 0.3741 0.2913 0.7298 0.2647

Table 7: Example queries with average precision under each model.
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The LDA model is able to reduce the dimensionality of the document representation
by clustering words into topics. However it does not explicitly consider the differences
in the vocabulary usage or the cross-idiomatic structure that naturally occurs between
different Web environments (e.g., between Pinterest and Amazon). Words are drawn910

from a monolingual vocabulary distribution.
The BiLDA model preserves the dimensionality reduction advantage of the LDA,

and it explicitly models the differences between the languages in different environ-
ments. Words are either drawn from the source vocabulary or the target vocabulary.

MiLDA also preserves the advantages of LDA and BiLDA but it softens the con-915

straint of two completely different vocabularies assumed in BiLDA. Thus, in addition
to having the source and target vocabularies to model language differences, it also has
a shared vocabulary to model the similarities between the environments. Therefore, we
can draw words not only from the source and target but also from a shared vocabulary.
This representation seems theoretically more adequate for the type of data we are mod-920

eling. Since we are dealing with different idiomatic expressions of the same language,
it seems intuitive to model both differences and similarities in the choice of words.

We carried out an example of the proposed task by linking pins from Pinterest
to Amazon products. Single pins were used as queries and sets of Amazon products
formed the target collection. We used 100 pins randomly selected from a large pin925

collection, and almost 20,000 Amazon products. We showed that this task is a cross-
idiomatic one, since people from different environments tend to express ideas with
different language usages and expressions.

We performed an empirical comparison between the models. Our experiments sug-
gested that MiLDA is better suited for the task, as its overall performance is signifi-930

cantly higher than the other models.
When solely considering the topic representation in the retrieval model, MiLDA is

the only one able to sustain its highest MAP score for different values of K; while the
other models tend to exhibit larger variations. Furthermore, for any fixed λ , MiLDA
consistently obtained the highest MAP scores when averaging over different numbers935

of topics. It also obtained the smallest spread between the maximum and minimum
MAP scores for λ < 0.4. This suggests robustness regardless of the choice of K.

Our results for the MiLDA model have shown that, for this task, it is useful to parti-
tion the vocabulary into shared and non-shared words. In future work, we may consider
other techniques to partition the vocabulary. Additionally, it would be worthwhile to940

explore the use of n-grams on the modelling approaches that we have presented here.
In the future, we may consider extending this study to different training collections

of aligned documents, such as news articles paired up with users’ comments, scien-
tific articles paired with discussions by laymen or historical events paired with public
discussions. These might be interesting scenarios for our framework. The presented945

corpus can also be used in the comparison of sentiment between seller vs consumer
language, as sellers are unlikely to use negative language.

Further optimizations can be made to industrial applications with the proposed
methods For example, a convex combination of the three studied models, i.e., LDA,
BiLDA and MiLDA, and the unigram model could further improve the retrieval re-950

sults, for certain applications and where one can rely on a representative development
set with ground truth annotations to train the respective weights of each model.
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Our proposed task opens possibilities for new applications. Perhaps we can think
of the Web, not only in terms of explicitly linked items, but also in terms of implicitly
connected ones. Increasing the connectivity between related content in a meaningful955

way, as we have proposed here, increases the probability of meeting users’ information
needs.

We foresee that considering the multi-idiomatic nature of language expressions
across users, may be extremely useful in opinion mining, sentiment analysis, query ex-
pansion, e-commerce applications, social media analysis, dialect mining, cross-lingual960

information retrieval for closely related languages, and cross-language document re-
trieval in historic archives [29].

Besides the pure textual representations which were discussed in detail in this arti-
cle, a natural step in future research is to move towards cross-modal and multi-modal
retrieval and linking models. For instance, as mentioned before, users’ pins organically965

come in two different modalities, that is, pictures and photos (vision) accompanied
by textual comments provided by the users. These two pieces of information are of-
ten complementary, and contain the complete representation of the user’s information
need only when they are observed together. Therefore, one future research path leads
to further investigating and expanding preliminary work in multi-modal information970

retrieval [42, 10, 40], and applying the multi-modal models to link content between
heterogeneous data and ecosystems.
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